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ABSTRACT
Efﬁcient photon–photon interaction is one of the key elements for realizing quantum information processing. The interaction, however,
must often be mediated through an atomic medium due to the bosonic nature of photons, and the interaction time, which is critically linked
to the efﬁciency, depends on the properties of the atom–photon interaction. While the electromagnetically induced transparency effect does
offer the possibility of photonic quantum memory, it does not enhance the interaction time as it fully maps the photonic state to an atomic
state. The stationary light pulse (SLP) effect, on the contrary, traps the photonic state inside an atomic medium with zero group velocity,
opening up the possibility of enhanced interaction time. In this work, we report the ﬁrst experimental demonstration of trapping a
free-propagating single-photon into a cold atomic ensemble via the quantum SLP (QSLP) process. We conclusively show that the quantum
properties of the single-photon state are preserved well during the QSLP process. Our work paves the way for new approaches for efﬁcient
photon–photon interactions, exotic photonic states, and many-body simulations in photonic systems.
C 2022 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license (http://
V

creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1116/5.0093545

I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum nonlinear optics based on interactions of individual
photons is expected to play a pivotal role in many disciplines of science
and engineering, notably in the emerging ﬁeld of quantum technology.1
While signiﬁcant advances have been reported in the areas of quantum
optics over the past decades, efﬁcient photon–photon interaction
remains to be one of the most challenging problems and is one of the
key elements for realizing quantum information processing.2 Because
the bosonic nature of photons forces the photon–photon interaction to
often be mediated through an atomic medium, the efﬁciency of the
interaction depends critically on the properties of the atom–photon
interaction, and enhancing the atom–photon coupling parameter for
efﬁcient interaction is crucial for various quantum information applications. Recent advances toward this direction have been reported in cavity quantum electrodynamic systems3–5 and Rydberg atomic systems.6–9
In this regard, the atom–photon interaction time (hence the
resulting photon–photon interaction efﬁciency) may be increased by
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arbitrarily slowing down the photons within an atomic medium.
While the electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) effect does
offer the mechanisms of slow light and light storage in an atomic
medium,10–12 it does not signiﬁcantly enhance the photon–photon
interaction time as the photonic state becomes fully mapped to an
atomic state when the photon is stored, i.e., zero group velocity.13 The
stationary light pulse (SLP) effect, on the contrary, allows the trapping
of a light pulse inside an atomic medium with zero group velocity, i.e.,
the light pulse is not mapped to the atomic state, thus opening up the
possibility of signiﬁcantly enhancing the photon–photon interaction
time.14,15 In the experiment, the SLP effect occurs in a doubly-driven
four-wave mixing scheme in an atomic ensemble, which maintains the
electromagnetic ﬁeld nature under a strong phase-matching condition,16,17 whereas the EIT memory effect occurs in a singly driven K
scheme, which does not require any phase-matching condition. In
former experimental studies on the SLP effect, SLP trapping of a
classical light pulse has been reported in atomic systems,16–19 and the
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generation of a single SLP polariton inside an atomic ensemble has
been demonstrated recently.20 However, the trapping of a freepropagating single-photon generated in a distant atomic singlephoton source, a crucial step in realizing photon–photon interaction,
has not been reported to date.
In this work, we report the ﬁrst experimental demonstration of
trapping a free-propagating single-photon into an atomic ensemble
via the quantum SLP (QSLP) process. First, a heralded single-photon
state is generated in a cold atomic ensemble via the spontaneous fourwave mixing (SFWM) process and sent to another cold atomic ensemble via an optical ﬁber for QSLP trapping. The formation of the
stationary single-photon state, i.e., the demonstration of QSLP trapping, in the second cold atomic ensemble for the free-propagating
single-photon from the ﬁrst cold atomic ensemble is veriﬁed by
dynamically comparing the QSLP trapping and EIT quantum memory
processes. We further demonstrate that the single-photon nature is well
preserved during the QSLP trapping process in the atomic medium by
performing cross-correlation and conditional self-correlation measurements. Our work is the ﬁrst step toward QSLP-based quantum nonlinear optics, including efﬁcient photon–photon interactions,21 exotic
photonic states,22,23 and quantum simulation of relativistic theories.24
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
We now elaborate on our experimental setup, which is schematically shown in Fig. 1. First, as shown in Fig. 1(a), the heralded
single-photon state used in the experiment is prepared in a 87Rb
magneto-optical trap (MOT) via the double-K type SFWM process in
which the counter-propagating pump and coupling laser beams generate a pair of energy-time entangled photon pairs, labeled Stokes and
anti-Stokes photons.25–28 The pump laser beam has the pulse width of
1.5 ls, the power of 70 lW, and is 133 MHz blue-detuned from the
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jgi ¼ j52 S1=2 ; F ¼ 1i to je2 i ¼ j52 P3=2 ; F ¼ 2i transition and the
300 lW coupling laser is resonant to the jsi ¼ j52 S1=2 ; F ¼ 2i to
je1 i ¼ j52 P1=2 ; F ¼ 2i transition. Both the pump and the coupling
laser beams have the polarization state of r . The pump laser beam is
focused at the center of MOT 1 to engineer the two-photon correlation
function between the Stokes and anti-Stokes photons to be Gaussianlike to improve the efﬁciency for the subsequent QSLP trapping in
MOT 2.25,28,29 The detection of the Stokes photon heralds the singlephoton state for the anti-Stokes photon, and the anti-Stokes photon is
sent to MOT 2 via an optical ﬁber for QSLP trapping.
The schematic for QSLP trapping of a free-propagating singlephoton is shown in Fig. 1(b). The 87Rb cold atomic ensemble at MOT
2 is dressed by the forward coupling (FWC) and backward coupling
(BWC) lasers to prepare the atomic medium for the QSLP effect,
where FWC is resonant to the jgi to je1 i transition, and BWC is
4 MHz red-detuned to the transition. BWC is red-detuned by
d ¼ 2p  4 MHz from FWC and this detuning, larger than the EIT
bandwidth of approximately 2p  0:6 MHz, is necessary to suppress
^ þ (E
^  ) and BWC (FWC),
higher-order Raman coherence between E
16,20,30,31
which hinders the formation of QSLP.
QSLP trapping of the
anti-Stokes single-photon works as follows: as the anti-Stokes singlephoton arrives at MOT 2 along with FWC and BWC laser beams, it is
mapped to the dark-state polariton,23,32
^ ¼ ðE
^  sin /Þ cos h  ^S sin h;
^ þ cos / þ E
w

(1)

where the ﬁrst two terms are the photonic components and the third
^  represent the for^ þ and E
term is the atomic component. Here, E
ward and backward propagating electromagnetic ﬁeld operators of the
^
single-photon, respectively,
pﬃﬃﬃﬃ PN S represents the collective atomic state
^
deﬁned as S ¼ 1= N i¼1 jgiii hsj with jgii and jsii representing the

FIG. 1. Experimental setup. (a) Heralded single-photon generation via SFWM in the 87Rb cold atomic ensemble (MOT 1). The relevant energy levels for double-K SFWM are
jgi¼j52 S1=2 ; F ¼ 1i; jsi ¼ j52 S1=2 ; F ¼ 2i; je1 i ¼ j52 P1=2 ; F ¼ 2i, and je2 i ¼ j52 P3=2 ; F ¼ 2i. (b) QSLP trapping of a free-propagating single-photon at MOT 2. The 87Rb
cold atomic ensemble is dressed by the forward coupling (FWC) and backward coupling (BWC) lasers to prepare the atomic medium for the QSLP effect. (c) Correlation measurements between the Stokes and the anti-Stokes photons conﬁrm successful trapping of a free-propagating single-photon via the QSLP effect. (d) The 12 ls timing sequence of the
optical pulses for the experiment. A single experimental run is 100 ms long, out of which 99.7 ms is used to prepare the MOTs and for the duration of 0.3 ms, the 12 ls long experiment is repeated 25 times.
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hyperﬁne states in Fig. 1(b) for the ith atom, and N is the number of
atoms.33 The photonic and atomic components of the dark state polariton in Eq. (1) are characterized by the two mixing angles h and /
deﬁned as tan2 h ¼ g 2 N=X2 and tan2 / ¼ XBWC =XFWC , where g is the
atom-photon coupling constant, XFWC and XBWC are the Rabi frequencies of the respective FWC and BWC beams, and X2 ¼ X2FWC þ X2BWC .
The group velocity of the dark state polariton is given as34
vg ¼ c0 cos2 h cos 2/;

(2)

where c0 is the speed of light in vacuum. It is interesting to note that at
/ ¼ 45 , i.e., XFWC ¼ XBWC , the group velocity of the dark state
polariton becomes zero even though the photonic components of the
dark state polariton are non-vanishing, leading to the trapping of the
single-photon within the atomic medium via the QSLP effect.
The measurement setup, which consists of the single-photon
detectors (SPDs) and a time-correlated single-photon counting
(TCSPC) device, is shown in Fig. 1(c). The temporal correlation measurements between the Stokes and the anti-Stokes photons are used to
conﬁrm the successful trapping of a free-propagating single-photon
via the QSLP effect. The timing sequence of the optical pulses for the
experiment is shown in Fig. 1(d). A single experimental run is 100 ms
long, out of which 99.7 ms is used to prepare the MOTs (not shown),
and for the duration of 0.3 ms, the 12 ls long experiment shown in
Fig. 1(d) is repeated 25 times.
To verify the formation of the stationary single-photon state in
the atomic medium, it is necessary to clearly distinguish the QSLP process from the EIT memory process at MOT 2. Thus, a 2 ls long EIT
memory phase is ﬁrst introduced just before the 1 ls long QSLP trapping phase, see Fig. 1(d). As the anti-Stokes single-photon wave packet
arrives at MOT 2 with FWC turned on, it gets slowed down in the
atomic medium. Once the single-photon wave packet has fully entered
the atomic medium, FWC is turned off for the duration of 2 ls to fully
map the single-photon into the atomic state ^S. After the EIT memory
phase of 2 ls, FWC is turned back on to reversely map the atomic state
to the photonic state, retrieving the free-propagating single-photon
from the EIT memory. For QSLP trapping of the retrieved singlephoton from the EIT memory phase, both FWC and BWC are simultaneously turned on immediately after the release of the single-photon.
After the QSLP trapping phase of 1 ls, BWC is turned off to release the
trapped single-photon in the same direction as that of the original antiStokes single photon from MOT 1.
For QSLP trapping of the anti-Stokes single-photon at MOT 2,
the following phase-matching condition needs to be satisﬁed:16,17
þ

~
k FWC ¼ ~
k as  ~
k BWC ;
k as  ~

III. RESULTS
The waveform of the single-photon state for the anti-Stokes photon, heralded by the detection of the Stokes photon, generated in
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MOT 1 is shown in Fig. 2. The TCSPC histogram is normalized by the
single count of the Stokes photon to show the number of the heralded
anti-Stokes single-photon per heralding event. The waveform of the
heralded single-photon state is engineered to have a Gaussian-like
shape with the full-width half maximum (FWHM) of 0.57 ls by focusing the pump beam at the center of MOT 1.29,35 The inset in Fig. 2
shows the extended TCSPC histogram up to 100 ls. The ﬁrst peak is
due to the cross-correlation between the Stokes and the anti-Stokes
photons generated in the same pulse sequence, as shown in Fig. 1(d),
and the following smaller peaks are due to the cross-correlation
between photons from subsequent pulse sequences. The decay of the
smaller peaks with the increasing delay time tas  ts is due to low coupling beam power, which is insufﬁcient to excite the atom from jsi to
je1 i with probability unity. An atom, which had not been excited in a
pulse sequence, may still be excited in the following sequences,
explaining the decay. The normalized cross-correlation g ð2Þ ð0Þ is
obtained by dividing the total count of the ﬁrst peak summed from 0
to 3.5 ls by that of the last peak in the inset with the same temporal
window (see the supplementary material). The normalized crosscorrelation is calculated to be g ð2Þ ð0Þ ¼ 11.12 6 0.07 from the raw data
and g ð2Þ ð0Þ ¼ 11.67 6 0.07 from the noise-subtracted data. The
primary noise source in our experiment is the FWC leakage, which
contributes to the DC-offset in the TCSPC histogram. The noisesubtracted data are obtained by subtracting the DC-offset from the relevant TCSPC peaks, which is evaluated by averaging the plateau
regions between the subsequent peaks in the inset of Fig. 2.
The experimental data for EIT memory and QSLP trapping are
shown in Fig. 3. First, the TCSPC histogram for the heralded singlephoton wave packet released from 2 ls EIT memory is shown in Fig.
3(a). During the 2 ls EIT memory duration, the heralded singlephoton wave packet is fully mapped to the collective atomic state
(green area). Then, as FWC is turned on, the collective atomic state is
retrieved back to the free-propagating single photon (blue area). The
retrieval efﬁciency of the 2 ls EIT memory is measured to be 19.1%
from accumulated counts of the noise-subtracted traces. Note that the

(3)

k BWC ) represents the wave vector of FWC (BWC) and
where ~
k FWC (~
þ

~
k as ) represents the wave vector of the forward (backward) propak as (~
gating component of the anti-Stokes photon in Eq. (1). Considering
the involved energy levels shown in Fig. 1, Eq. (3) requires the angle
between the input anti-Stokes single-photon and FWC/BWC beams
to be 0.345 to minimize the phase-mismatching, and thus, the leakage
of the QSLP process while trapping single-photons. Both FWC and
BWC are r polarized and are 300 lW in power.

C Author(s) 2022
V
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FIG. 2. The waveform of the heralded single-photon state for the anti-Stokes photon. The solid line is a Gaussian ﬁt with FWHM of 0.57 ls. The inset shows the
extended TCSPC histogram up to 100 ls. The normalized cross-correlation is
gð2Þ ð0Þ ¼ 11.12 6 0.07 from the raw data and gð2Þ ð0Þ ¼ 11.67 6 0.07 from the
noise-subtracted data. The error bar is not shown in the plot since the size of the
error bar is smaller than the size of data points.
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FIG. 4. (a) Normalized cross-correlation gð2Þ ð0Þ between the Stokes and the antiStokes photons after 2 ls EIT memory and 2 ls EIT memory followed by 1 ls
QSLP trapping. (b) Normalized self-correlation of the heralded anti-Stokes photon
after 2 ls EIT memory and 2 ls EIT memory followed by 1 ls QSLP trapping. The
conditional gð2Þ ð0Þ value of the heralded anti-Stokes photon before EIT memory is
obtained to be 0.35 6 0.01 from the raw data and 0.33 6 0.01 from the noisesubtracted data.

FIG. 3. The normalized TCSPC histograms for (a) the EIT memory and (b) the
QSLP trapping. (a) The single-photon wave packet released from 2 ls EIT memory.
(b) The single-photon wave packet released from 2 ls EIT memory followed by
1 ls QSLP trapping. The solid lines are due to Eqs. (C1)–(C7) with the following
parameters: the optical depth (OD) ¼ 100, the ground state decoherence
cgs ¼ 2p  60 kHz, and the Rabi frequencies of FWC and BWC are 2p  6:0 and
2p  4:2 MHz, respectively.

energy loss mainly comes from the narrow EIT bandwidth of MOT
2, which is set for a proper group delay of the EIT memory process.
Next, the single-photon wave packet released from 2 ls EIT memory followed by 1 ls QSLP trapping is shown in Fig. 3(b). In contrast to Fig. 3(a), when both FWC and BWC are simultaneously
turned on for an additional 1 ls, photon emission from MOT 2 is
^ and the peak arrival time is
suppressed (the area marked with w)
delayed by that duration compared to the EIT memory case in Fig.
3(a). The suppressed and delayed emission of the single-photon
wave packet in Fig. 3(b) verify the QSLP trapping of the heralded
anti-Stokes single-photon wave packet. The release efﬁciency of the
1 ls QSLP trapping process compared to the 2 ls EIT memory process is measured to be 47.8% from accumulated counts of the noisesubtracted traces, which corresponds to the exponential energy
decay time of 1.35 ls.
To verify that the quantum nature of the single-photon state is
preserved during the QSLP trapping process, we measured the crosscorrelation between the Stokes and the anti-Stokes photons as well as
the self-correlation of the heralded anti-Stokes photon after the EIT
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memory and QSLP trapping processes. For these measurements,
coincidence counts are accumulated for the time windows between
3.3 and 7.0 ls in Fig. 3(a) and 4.3 and 8.0 ls in Fig. 3(b) and the
experimental data are shown in Fig. 4 (see Appendix B). The normalized cross-correlation g ð2Þ ð0Þ between the Stokes and the antiStokes photons after 2 ls EIT memory and 2 ls EIT memory
followed by 1 ls QSLP trapping are shown in Fig. 4(a) and the data
clearly conﬁrm that the non-classical nature of the correlation is
well-preserved during the QSLP trapping process. Moreover, the
normalized self-correlation of the heralded anti-Stokes photon after
2 ls EIT memory and 2 ls EIT memory followed by 1 ls QSLP trapping shown in Fig. 4(b) conﬁrms the preservation of the quantum
nature of the heralded anti-Stokes photon. Note that the loss of
quantum correlations after the EIT memory and QSLP process compared to the SFWM photon pair is due to the narrow EIT window of
MOT 2, which produces a frequency-dependent loss to the antiStokes photon by its Lorentzian shape. The frequency-dependent
loss degrades the energy-time entanglement between Stokes and
anti-Stokes photons since the entanglement lies at the frequency
modes of two photons. Hence, the loss of quantum correlation can
be reduced by implementing a single-photon source with a narrower
bandwidth than the EIT window of MOT 2.
IV. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have reported the ﬁrst experimental demonstration of trapping a free-propagating single-photon into a cold
atomic ensemble via the quantum stationary light pulse process.
Successful QSLP trapping of a single-photon has been veriﬁed by
experimentally comparing the two processes: EIT memory and EIT
memory followed by QSLP trapping. The suppressed emission during
the duration of QSLP and the delayed emission of the single-photon
wave packet observed via the time-correlation measurements clearly
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show QSLP trapping of the single-photon wave packet in the atomic
ensemble. We have also shown that the quantum nature of the
single-photon state is preserved during the QSLP trapping. This
result indicates that the QSLP trapping process may be used for efﬁcient photon–photon interaction such as photon blockade without
an optical cavity, where a single-photon trapped in an atomic
ensemble as a QSLP drastically changes the optical properties of the
atomic ensemble.31 Our work is the ﬁrst step toward QSLP-based
quantum nonlinear optics, including efﬁcient photon–photon interactions,21 exotic photonic states,22,23 and quantum simulation of relativistic theories.24
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
See the supplementary material for the detailed evaluation of
quantum correlations from experimental TCSPC histograms.
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1
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ X
1g
gn=2 jnis jnias ;

(B1)

n¼0

where the subscripts s and as represent the Stokes and anti-Stokes
photons, respectively. The normalized cross-correlation between
the Stokes and the anti-Stokes photons is written as
ð2Þ
ð0Þ ¼
gs;as

h^a †s ^a †as ^a as ^a s i
;
h^a †as ^a as ih^a †s ^a s i

and, for the quantum state in Eq. (B1), h^a †as ^a as i ¼ h^a †s ^a s i
P
¼ ð1  gÞ 1 gn n ¼ g=ð1  gÞ2 and h^a †s ^a †as ^a as ^a s i ¼ ð1  gÞ
P1 n 2 n¼0
ð2Þ
2
n¼0 g n ¼ gðg þ 1Þ=ð1  gÞ . The cross-correlation gs;as ð0Þ,
therefore, is found to be
1
ð2Þ
ð0Þ ¼ 1 þ :
gs;as
g
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APPENDIX A: NOISE FILTERING SETUP
Due to the phase-matching condition for QSLP trapping
between the input anti-Stokes photon and FWC/BWC lasers in Eq.
(3), the anti-Stokes photon emitted from MOT 2 has the angle of
0.345 with respect to FWC/BWC lasers. Therefore, ﬁltering out the
FWC leakage completely is important in observing the QSLP trapping of the anti-Stokes photon. The anti-Stokes photon emitted
from MOT 2 is ﬁrst ﬁltered by a planar–planar etalon of 1 GHz
bandwidth before the single-mode ﬁber and then by a
planar–concave etalon of 215 MHz bandwidth after the ﬁber. The
free-space planar–planar etalon helps to ﬁlter out FWC from the
emitted anti-Stokes photon spatially due to their different collimating conditions: the anti-Stokes photon is focused to have a diameter
of 250 lm at the atomic ensemble (MOT 2) while FWC is collimated with a diameter of 1.8 mm. To further ﬁlter out the FWC
leakage,
planar–
planar etalons of 80 MHz and 1 GHz bandwidths are introduced to
FWC and BWC, respectively. These planar–planar etalons help to ﬁlter
out the long frequency tails of the lasers used in our experiment.
APPENDIX B: CALCULATION OF CONDITIONAL gð2Þ ð0Þ
The quantum state of the Stokes and the anti-Stokes photons
from the SFWM process can be described as a two-mode squeezed
state in the Fock state basis as,36,37
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The conditional self-correlation gc ð0Þ for the anti-Stokes
photon heralded by the detection of the Stokes photon is given by
gcð2Þ ð0Þ ¼

h^a †s ^a †as1 a^ †as2 ^a as2 ^a as1 ^a s i
;
h^a †s ^a †as1 ^a as1 ^a s ih^a †s ^a †as2 ^a as2 ^a s i

(B3)

where ^a as1 and ^a as2 refer to the annihilation operators for the output modes a symmetric beam splitter (BS) on which the anti-Stokes
photon is incident. For the input modes of the BS, ^a as and ^a vac ,
respectively, refer to the annihilation operators for the mode
that the anti-Stokes photon is sent to and that of the vacuum.
pﬃﬃﬃ
Note that the following relation holds: ^a as1 ¼ ð^a as  ^a vac Þ= 2 and
pﬃﬃﬃ
^a as2 ¼ ð^a as þ ^a vac Þ= 2. For the quantum state in Eq. (B1),
P
n 2
h^a †s ^a †as1 ^a as1 ^a s i ¼ 1=2 ð1  gÞ 1
a †s ^a †as1 ^a †as2 ^a as2 ^a as1 ^a s i
n¼0 g n and h^
P1 n 2
¼ 1=4 ð1  gÞ n¼0 g n ðn  1Þ, which lead to
gcð2Þ ð0Þ ¼

2gðg þ 2Þ
:
ðg þ 1Þ2

(B4)
ð2Þ

The normalized conditional self-correlation gc ð0Þ for the heralded
anti-Stokes photon, thus, can be obtained from the relation in Eq.
ð2Þ
(B2), g ¼ 1=ðgs;as ð0Þ  1Þ.
APPENDIX C: NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF QSLP
We analyzed the experimental results by numerically solving
the partial differential equations for the stationary light pulse in a
cold atomic medium19
@qþ
eg

i þ i 0
C þ
q ;
þ ðqsg XFWC þ qþ
¼ Eas
sg XBWC Þ 
2
2
2 eg


@q
i  i 0
C
eg
 id q
þ ðqsg XBWC þ qþ
¼ Eas
sg XFWC Þ 
eg ;
2
2
2
@t
@t



i
0
þ
¼ XFWC q
eg  cgs  id qsg ;
2
@t


@qþ
i
sg
0
þ
¼ XBWC qþ
eg  cgs þ id qsg ;
2
@t
@qþ
sg

(C1)
(C2)
(C3)
(C4)
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@q0sg

i


0
¼ ðXFWC qþ
eg þ XBWC qeg Þ  cgs qsg ;
2
@t


1 @
@
ODC þ
þ
Eþ ¼ i
q ;
c0 @t @z as
2L eg


1 @
@
ODC 

 þ iDk Eas
q ;
¼i
c0 @t @z
2L eg
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(C5)
(C6)
(C7)

where qij is the ijth element of the atomic density operator, i.e., the
slowly varying amplitude of the coherence between states jii and jji,
C is the radiative decay rate of level jei, cgs and c0gs , respectively, are
þ
the ground state dephasing rates for q0gs and qþ
gs (as well as qgs ), d
is the experimentally chosen detuning in Fig. 1 for suppressing the
higher-order Raman coherence, c0 is the light speed in vacuum,
OD is the optical depth of the atomic medium of MOT 2, L is the
þ

length of the medium, and Dk ¼ ð~
k as  ~
k FWC  ~
k BWC Þ  ^z  k
¼ kðcos 2H  1Þ, where H is the angle between the FWC/BWC
beams and anti-Stokes photon.38 The FWC/BWC lasers are timedependent so that XFWC ¼ X0FWC  Qþ ðtÞ and XBWC ¼ X0BWC
Q ðtÞ, where Qþ ðtÞ and Q ðtÞ are the experimental timing
sequences in Fig. 1(d). For the anti-Stokes photon, the Gaussian shape
shown in Fig. 2 is used as the initial condition for numerically solving
Eqs. (C1)–(C7) using the ﬁnite difference method to reveal the dynamics of QSLP.39,40 The experimental data agree well with the numerical
simulation results, as shown in Fig. 3, using the following parameters:
X0FWC ¼ 2p  6:0 MHz, X0BWC ¼ 2p  4:2 MHz, OD ¼ 100, cgs ¼ c0gs
¼ 2p  60 kHz, L ¼ 10 mm, and Dk ¼ 5 m1.
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